
OUTCROSS® 9060
TURF UTILITY VEHICLE

DO MORE.



OUTSMART.
The Outcross® 9060 is the only machine of its kind to be 

purpose built for the management of fine turf. Its balanced 

design, four-wheel steer, and four-wheel drive system 

make it extremely gentle on delicate turf. A hydrostatic 

drive system and simple, one-action controls eliminate 

the need for an operator who is proficient with 

the complicated controls and shifting commonly 

associated with a traditional tractor. Simply  

select forward or reverse, and drive!

OUTCROSS® 9060

 TURF-FRIENDLINESS
With its unique four-wheel 
steering and four-wheel drive 
systems, the Outcross 9060 
provides turf friendliness and 
manoeuvrability. Each wheel 
turns and rotates independently 
to avoid scuffing, over or under 

rotation, and turf damage, while also providing superior 
traction. Outcross 9060's balanced design removes the need 
for front counterweights, making it significantly more gentle 
on fine turf than traditional tractors.

 CONSISTENCY
Preset parameters and 
programmable guardrails take the 
decision making away from the 
operator and puts it back into the 
Turf Manager’s hands. Password 
protection options and the 
flexibility to run attachments with 

the characteristics of a manual or hydrostatic tractor  
(or both) gives Outcross 9060 users unmatched consistency 
and control.

  EASY TO OPERATE
The Outcross 9060 drives like an 
automobile and features controls 
that combine multiple functions. 
This makes complicated tasks 
simple, which gives invaluable 
peace of mind and flexibility to the 
operation-critical tasks that keep 

Turf Managers up at night. Intuitive and familiar controls 
make less-experienced operators more comfortable and 
confident, creating a larger operator pool that provides 
flexibility and keeps the team productive.

  RELIABILITY
Saving attachment settings 
makes for easy use and 
consistent performance a 
week, month, or years later, 
no matter the skill level of 
the operator in the seat. All 
relevant Toro attachment 

settings are pre-populated and allied attachments can 
be added in just minutes.

OUTSIDE THE BOX.
Set-up and save the parameters for each of 

your attachments – one time, upfront – to 

ensure the machine and operator performs 

exactly to your specifications and provides 

repeatable results. Store settings for up to 

16 attachments for easy use and consistent 

performance, making every operator an 

expert no matter their skill level.
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OUTWORK.
One machine doing the work of multiple machines maximises the 

investment and increases the efficiency of any turf maintenance 

operation. With three-point, drawbar, bed and loader 

capabilities, productivity comes standard. Outcross® 9060 

owners can mow grass, spread fertiliser, load sand, haul a 

pallet of sod, aerate, topdress, remove snow, blow leaves, 

prune roots, spread seed, tow a trailer, sweep a path, 

and much, much more. Put your investment to  

work every day and receive consistency, 

efficiency, and reliability in return.

OUTCROSS® 9060

 QUICK CHANGEABILITY
Quickly change between 
attachments with the InchMode™ 
remote control that allows the 
operator to creep the machine 
forward or backward, raise and 
lower the three-point, or spin the 
PTO, while standing near the rear 

of the machine. In a matter of minutes you can switch from 
a three-point attachment to the cargo bed and haul over two 
tons, or hook up the loader to move a variety of materials.

 CONTROL
Cruise control, shuttle shifting, a 
passenger seat, and customisable 
controls add to the ease-of-use, 
performance, and efficiency 
Outcross 9060 offers. The 
standard utility bed offers 
ample storage while allowing 

full movement of the three-point hitch. Operators stay 
comfortable in the optional cab that includes heat and air 
conditioning.

  VERSATILITY
The Outcross 9060 is always ready to 
work. Use a three-point or drawbar 
attachment with PTO, hydraulic 
power, or put a bucket or forks on 
the loader arms. The Outcross 9060 
is capable of completing multiple 
tasks in one compact package and 

is compatible with a wide range of attachments because 
it features a standard category 2 three-point hitch and its 
loader arms utilise a universal skid steer mounting plate.

  EFFICIENCY
Save money by maintaining 
one machine instead of two 
or three. Spread fertiliser and 
seed more accurately to reduce 
waste. Bring extra materials, 
tools, and labourers to the job 
site to avoid burning fuel on 

multiple trips back to the shop. Spend less on repairing 
damage caused by operator error or turning tyres. Use 
existing three-point, drawbar, or loader attachments to 
maximise previous investments in implements.

OUTPERFORM.
The Outcross® 9060 will always be on the move, no 

matter the conditions. Whether you need to haul 

a heavy load, push snow, or mow grass, you can 

configure Outcross 9060 for the task. An optional 

all-season cab keeps the operator warm in the 

winter, dry in the rain, and cool in the summer 

heat. The optional loader arms can be used to 

move snow or materials. With an Outcross 

9060, you’ll be ready for any season.
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OUTCROSS® 9060

SPECIFICATIONS

OUTCROSS® 9060

MODEL OUTCROSS 9060
OUTCROSS 9060

WITH CAB
OUTCROSS 9060

WITH LOADER ARMS
OUTCROSS 9060

WITH LOADER ARMS & CAB

MODEL 07511AA MODEL 07511CA MODEL 07511BA MODEL 07511DA

ENGINE
Yanmar® 4-cylinder, direct injection, turbo-charged, liquid-cooled diesel. Power: 59 hp (44 kW) gross, @ 3000 rpm. 

Displacement: 127.6 cu. in. (2.1 L)  
EPA Tier IV Final Compliant.

CAPACITIES Fuel: 14 gallons (53 L)   Engine oil with filter: 6.1 quarts (5.8 L)

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 12-volt system.  Battery: 690 CCA.  Alternator: 80 amp.

TRACTION DRIVE 2-speed hydrostatic

PTO Rear independent mechanical up to 540 rpm. Power: 51 hp (38 kW) 

INSTRUMENTATION

InfoCenter™. Onboard LCD displays for attachment parameter setup and to show gauges, alerts/faults, service reminders, 
electrical system diagnostics.  

Indicates fuel level, coolant temp, intake temperature, low oil pressure, alternator, engine hours, engine rpm, hydraulic oil 
temperature, voltage.  

GROUND SPEED / 
CLEARANCE

Forward: 21 mph (33.8 km/h)      Reverse: 20 mph (32.2 km/h)       Ground Clearance: 7” (18 cm) 

HYDRAULICS Open center

AUX / REMOTE 12 gpm @ 3000 psi.  Standard: 1 remote.  Optional: additional hydraulic remote

LENGTH Front Bumper to 3-point Linkage: 161” (409 cm) Mounting Plate to Counter Weight End: 202.5” (514 cm)

WIDTH With Bed – 77” (195 cm)

HEIGHT 95” (241 cm) 98” (249 cm) 95” (241 cm) 98” (249 cm)

WEIGHT 5,160 lbs. (2,340 kg) 5,820 lbs (2,640 kg) 5,910 lbs (2,680 kg)** 6,570 lbs (2,980 kg)**

BED CAPACITY Standard Bed:  1,000 lbs. (453.6 kg)       Large Cargo Bed:  4,500 lbs. (2,041 kg) - Optional

INSIDE TURNING 
RADIUS

57” (145 cm)

OUTSIDE TURNING 
RADIUS

150” (381 cm)

WHEELBASE 83” (211 cm) 

TYRES
Standard:  Front: 29.5 x 12.5 (6-ply) Rear: 32 x 16 (6-ply) 

Standard with Loader Arms:  Front: 29.5 x 12.5 (12-ply) Rear: 32 x 16 (6-ply) 
Aggressive:  Front: 29.5 x 12.5 (12-ply) Rear: 32.5 x 12.5 (10-ply)

TRACK WIDTH 57.5” (146 cm)

3-POINT HITCH Category 2. Lift capacity 24” (61 cm) behind lift point: 2,500 lbs. (1,134 kg)

WARRANTY / 
CERTIFICATION

Two-year limited warranty. Refer to operators manual for further details. Certified to meet SAE J2194

**Without loader attachment and recommended 1,800 lbs. (816.5 kg) rear counter weight
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©2019 Toro Australia.
All Rights Reserved.
Printed in Australia.

Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. We reserve the right 
to improve our products and make changes in specifications, designs, and standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligation. The gross horsepower of the engine has been 
laboratory rated by the engine manufacturer. As configured to meet safety, emission and operating requirements, the actual engine horsepower on this class may be significantly lower.

Many of the products you will find in certified Toro dealers’ stores come with a warranty or guarantee from The Toro Company. In addition, our goods come with guarantees that cannot be 
excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage.  
You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. Full details of your consumer rights  
may be found at www.consumerlaw.gov.au

*See your certified Toro dealers for details on all of our warranties.
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